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Staff Selection Commission
Combined Graduate Level Examination, 2016 - Declaration of result
for appearing in Tier-III and Tier-IV
*****
The Staff Selection Commission conducted Computer Based
Examination for Combined Graduate Level Examination – 2016 (Tier-II)
from 30.11.2016 to 02.12.2016 and re-examination at certain venues on
12.01.2017 and 13.01.2017.
2.
Based on the marks in written examination in Tier-I and Tier-II and
as per cut-off fixed by the Commission, candidates qualifying as per lists as
under:
List-I: Candidates qualified for Tier-III for post of Assistant Audit
Officer
SC

ST

OBC

OH

HH

UR

TOTAL

454.00 427.00 493.75 411.00 264.00 536.00
Cut-Off
Tier-I+Tier-II
(Paper I+II+IV)
CANDIDATES
707
333 1775
78
74
1829* 4796
AVAILABLE

(* In addition to the number of UR candidates shown above, 612 OBC, 61 SC and

9 ST candidates are provisionally qualifying at UR cut-off. Such candidates have
been shown in their respective category).

List-II: Candidates qualified for Tier-III/CPT for Assistant Section
Officer in CSS and Assistant in MEA
SC

ST

OBC

OH

Cut-Off
Tier-I + Tier-II
(Paper I+II)

389.00 370.00 424.50 366.50

CANDIDATES
AVAILABLE

2162

1033

5630

156

HH

VH

UR

262.00

364.50

449.00

151

48

5850*

TOTAL

15030

(* In addition to the number of UR candidates shown above, 2012 OBC, 139 SC

and 23 ST candidates are provisionally qualifying at UR cut-off. Such candidates
have been shown in their respective category).
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List-III: Candidates qualified for Tier-III for Junior Statistical Officer
(Grade-II)
SC

ST

423.00 397.00
Cut-Off
Tier-I + Tier-II
(Paper I+II+III)
CANDIDATES
AVAILABLE

190

89

OBC

OH

HH

471.00 364.00

495

VH

230.25 267.50

13

13

12

UR

TOTAL

502.00

442*

1254

(* In addition to the number of UR candidates shown above, 172 OBC and

11 SC candidates are provisionally qualifying at UR cut-off. Such candidates have
been shown in their respective category).

List-IV: Candidates qualified for Tier-III/DEST for all posts (except
AAO, ASO/Assistant (in MEA and CSS) and Junior Statistical Officer
(Grade-II))
SC

ST

OBC

Ex.S

OH

HH

VH

UR

363.25 341.00 397.00 287.50 333.00 216.00 336.00 422.00
Cut-Off
Tier-I + TierII (Paper I+II)
CANDIDATES
4715 2139 12604 1427
415
312
89 13388*
AVAILABLE

TOTAL

35089

(* In addition to the number of UR candidates shown above, 6188 OBC, 547 SC

and 122 ST candidates are provisionally qualifying at UR cut-off. Such candidates
have been shown in their respective category).
Note 1: After excluding common candidates, 35,906 candidates are qualifying in
Tier-II.
Note 2: Name and category has been taken from the result declared for Tier-I.

3.

Candidates are informed that :i) All the candidates declared qualified in Tier-II will be called for
Tier-III/Document verification.
ii) All candidates qualified in more than 1 List need to appear for
Skill
Test(DEST/CPT)/document
verification
only
once.
Candidates who do not attend document verification will not be
considered for final selection.
iii) Revised options can be submitted by the candidates during the
document verification, if they so desire, which will be final. If
options are not revised, the option submitted in the application
form will be accepted as final.
iv) Candidates declared qualified in List-II will be called for CPT. The
candidates called for CPT will not be called for DEST separately
and Module-I of CPT will be taken for evaluating their
performance against DEST.
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v) Candidates declared qualified in List-IV will be called for DEST.
4.

Candidates qualified in different Lists will appear for :List-I - To appear in Tier-III/Tier-IV/Document Verification.
List-II- To appear in Tier-III/Tier-IV/Document Verification/CPT.
List-III- To appear in Tier-III/Tier-IV/Document Verification.
List-IV- To appear in Tier-III/Tier-IV/Document Verification/DEST.

5.
Results in respect of three candidates bearing the following roll
numbers have not been declared due to Court Orders - 2404012740,
9204037976, 8002162192
6.
The lists herein are provisional. The candidates whose Roll numbers
figure in the lists would be called for document verification subject to their
fulfilling all the eligibility conditions/requirements as prescribed for the
respective posts in the ‘Notice’ of Examination and also subject to thorough
verification of their identity with reference to their photographs, signatures,
handwritings, preference, etc., on the application forms, admission
certificates, etc. If, on verification, it is found that any candidate does not
fulfill any of the eligibility conditions, he/she will not be allowed to attend
the document verification.
7.
The category of the candidates has been indicated along with their roll
numbers. If any candidate finds a mismatch between his/her name, roll
number and category, he/she must bring it to the notice of the respective
Regional Office of the Commission immediately.
8.
The schedule for Tier-III/Tier-IV/Document Verification/CPT/DEST
will be available on concerned Regional Office’s website. Qualified eligible
candidates, who do not receive call letters should contact the concerned
Regional Offices of the Commission immediately.
9.
Representations received from the candidates about the answer keys
have been carefully examined and the answer keys have been modified
wherever necessary. The modified answer keys have been used for
evaluation.
10. The result is available on SSC's Website: http://ssc.nic.in. Marks of
the candidates will be placed on the website shortly.
Under Secretary (C-1/1)
28.02.2017

